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A TYPOLOGY FOR INTERPERSONAL SITUATIONS
OR, HOW DO I CLASS THEE,

LET ME COUNT THE WAYS

(abstract)

It is 'axiomatic that context influences interpersonal behaviors, yet

researchers have had limited-' success in generating a set of.conceptual

or operational definitions foi-. the situation variable. What is needed

t

is a, highly flexible typologieal schema acceptable to a broad range of

scholars.- Two studies :Ire repo$ed tht examine emotion-eliciting

qualities as the basis for such W...typology and the rela onship of

situations classified by this new system to other variable It is

demonstrated that this typological systpm is exhaustive, bcdlusive, and

allowes meaningful manipulation of the situation variable.. Specifi-
.

cally, it is demonstrated that interpersonal approach and avoidance cal!

be accurately predicted and explained.
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It has become nearly axiomatic that. communication behayior is

situationally ,influenced (DeVito, 1980; Knapp, 1978; Masterson, 1977;

Smith and Williamson, 1981r Brdoka and Emmert, 1980; Miller and

Steinberg, 1975). Even tlitugh this idea is almost' universally accepted,

several problems still obtain in its application. Many authors .agree

that. specificatiOri of 'situational° effectd is,. at present, difficult

(Mortensen, 1972; Knapp, 1978), This is largely due to the complexity,
I'.

and consequent difficulty of measurement, associated with situations

(Brooks and Emmert, 1980)..

Recent theoretical and experimental work in the area of emotion

suggests that human response to a stimuli set, no matter how complex or
.p

the sense. modalities involved, can be described parsimoitiouslY\in terms

iofr emotion-eliciting qualities (Mehrabian,, 1980). The eintionat

response of an individute\ is posited to relate systematically" to

geheric set of behaviors
/

conceptualized along an approach-avoidince

continuum (Russell and Mehrabian, 1978a.) If we can Conceptualize

interpersonal 'situations as complex sets of stimuli, then it seems

.possible that such ,situations can be,described parsimoniously in terms
. -

of their emotion-eliciting qualities. If the.' emotion- eliciting

qualities of interpersonal situations can be measured reliably, then we
OP

may be able to make specific predictions about approach-avoidance

behaviors relative to particular situations. In short, we should be

able to create a useful way of thinkng about situations. -of

This paper presents the results of two studies that investigated

emotions'elicited.by situations and behaviors related to them. In the

first experiment we attempted to determine if interpersonal situations,



can be described reliably in terms of emotion-eliciting qualities. d

the.second study, we tested specific predictions about approach toward
v

or avoidance of interpersonal situations based on emotions elicited.

The Situation Problem

. A major problem in the examination of situational imp ct on

behavior has beih the absence of a clear definition of sit ation

t

r(Pervin, 4918). In e recent review of the literatpre,from diverse areas

of social science Pervin (1978) suggests that:

"In any particular situation we are interested in the
organism's engaieient ihth an array of objects and actions
which cover a time 'span. A situation is defined,by who is

tinvolved, including the possibility that the individual is
alone, where the action is taking place, and the nature of the
action or, activities occurring. The situation is defined by-
the organization,of these various components.so that it takes
on a gestalt quality, and if one of the components changes we
consider. the situutiono have changed. While a situation has,
a gestalt quality, it is defined by who is involved, what is
going on, and where the action is taking place.".

A situation can be thought of as a unique organization of persons;

things, and actions as perceived by an organism.

Pervin's definition of the situation variable seems'acceptable but

suggeks-further problems. Description of even one situation will be

difficult since we must teal with all of the numerous variables that are

associated with each of the .persons that are present, 'including the

observer (demographics, personalities, psychological variables,,

artifacts, etc.). We must account for all of the environmental,,

variables (eolori, textures, space, objects, arrangement, etc.) and all

of the action or process Iktriables (persuasion, discussion, etc:), not

to mention interactions among all these. If we wish to describe an

entire class of situations -- public speaking situations for communicative



apprehension research or initial meeting situations for Person

. ;

perciption and attraction research--the problem becomes even more acute.

Now we must not only deal with all of the variables mentioneq above, but

with all of the possible values that any of the variables can exhibit in

any situation within the class. we wish to describe (All posible'persons

places, objects and soon). This means a multitude of scales and a

seemingly endless'process. If we wished to create a system that could

to used to describe and classify all situations, then the problem has

grown exponentially.

. ,

Several researchers have attempted to solve this problem. in. their

own areas of research. McCroskey and Richmond (1980), for example, have

suggested a typology of' srtuationa, for research in Communication

Apprehension. Their system focuses on the action variable classifying

situations based on type of communication (i.e., small group,-public

speaking, etc.). Systems of this kind may be useful in a particular

area, but do not provide much help overall. Generally, such spAemb'

focus on one set of variables--persons or.places or actions --but rarely
-

on the full range of stimuli involved.. Furthermore,. these various

typologies are not compatible or comparably.

These dystems all fail to meet one of the key requirements of the

Pervin definition. -He suggested that "the situation is .defined by the

organization of (all) these various components so that it takes on a

-. gestalt quality." we wish to talk about situation, we must talk

about the gestalt created by the interaction of all the vario'is

components. By this standard, the limited scope typologies arl of

little, or no use. What is needed is a means 'of describing and

to
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manipulating the gestalt of the situation. Our problem is to tap the

perceiver's experience of this unique gestalt.

The standards we have set for evaluating any4system of classifying

I
situations include: (1) it is not limited to one type of variable

(i.e., people, places or actions); (2) it is not limited to one sense

modality (sight, Sound, sme'll,.gtc); (3) it reflects the.gestalt of the

situation not just a part of it; (4) it allows for the scaling of all

situations on the same dimeniions so that different situations can be

compared. It is possible that a single classification system based on

human emotional response to situations may meet all of these criteria.

a
t

The Nature of Emotion

Thb initial conceptualization of emotion, still accepted widely,
.

posits that emotion is composed of 6 to 12 independent monopolar
0

dimensions (Rusell, 1980; Borgatta, .1961; Clyde, 1963; Curran and

Cattell, 1975). Central to this scheme is the idea that one emotional
0

state is not related to another. Thus, elation is not similar to

happiness, nor is it the opposite of sadness. Even though this

contradicts common sense, it has been widely accepted. More recent

research has suggested that these earlier findings were more the result
.

..
I .

.

of the methods us ed than the nature of the underlying phenomena

(Russell, 1980;Meddis, 1k2; S4ensson, 1978; Bush, 1973; Russell awl

Mehrabian, 1974).

Work with alternate methods has produced a growing body of research

suggesting that all emotional states iie inter-related so that it is

possible to describe emotion systematically with a simple three factoi

system. This conceptualization proposes that all emotional states are



combinitiont of three independent bipolar dimensions;.:
t'

pleasure-displeasure, 4.degree, arousal, and dominance-stibMissiveniss

(Mehrabian and Russell, 1974; Mehrabian, 1980). This impditant

conceptUal shift is central to the present thesis that emotion can 'be

the center of a typology of situations. Therefore, the evidence

underlying, the claim warrants further investigation.

Evidence from such diverse areas as intermodality association,

synesthesia, and physiological response to stimuli, allsuggest that a

limited set 'of basic emotional responses exists for all stimuli's

situations, independent of the sensory modality involved. Intermodality

associations and synesthesia are examplfts of stimulation in one sense

modality affecting, perceptions' in another. Evidence from experiments

with. the matching of Adjectives with odors% (Hazzard, 1930), the

visualization of music (Karwoski and Odbert, 1938; Luria, 1969)., time

association' of music and color (Odbert, Rarwoski and Eckerson, 1942),

and the association of scents with tones (von Hornbostel, L931), all

suggest that intermodality responding exists (Mehrabian and Russell,

1974).1974). OsgoOt (1960) suggests that there is ample evidence to indicate

that visual-verbal synesthesia exists as well.

Intermodality responding and synesthesia arl'evidence for .a common,

:cross -modal core of human responses. This conceptualization suggests

that a common emotional response mechanism acts as a bridge between thd

sense modalities allowing. stimulation, in one mode to influence,

perception in another-mode (Mehrabian,andRussell, 1974).

Evidence from physiological respollise experimenti- supports the

presence of a common but limited core of responses go matter what sense

lodality'is stimulated. Studies have repeatedly found degree of



pleasure (as measuzed in brain mid-line stimulation) (Heath, 1954, 1963,

1964; Olds, 1956), arousal (as often measured'with CSR, blood pressure,

and so. forth) (Berlyne, 4960), as primary responses (Mehrabian, 1980).

The evidence suggests that instead of being composed of independent

dimensions, emotional responses may be characterized as phenomena with a

common core. Understanding of this common core will allow us to relate

emotional states to one another systematically. However, the

underlying structure of emotion, must be understood before this goal can

be attained,

The structure of human emotional response has been investigated in

a number of ways. This variety of methodologies gives us a great

advantage in discovepng the underlying nature of all emotional

reaction. Russell (1980) suggests that each method used to investigate

emotion will have variance accounted for by two factors: (1) the

underlying nature of the phenomenon itself (emotion); and (2) the nature

of the method. Some factors will be found which are artifacts of

methodological procedures but common factors will emerge across methods.

If we can discover these common factors, we will have discovered the

underlying structure of emotional response.

/ In tudied of emotion as.-revealed in faCial expressions, it has

common' een found that a three factor,solution will account for all of

the emotions expressed. Three independent bipolar. dimensions account

for the Underlying structure; pleasantness-unpleasantneas, level of

arousal, and dominal...e (Abelson and Sermat, 1962; Engen, Levy and ,

Schlosberg, 1957; Gladstone, 1962; Schlosberg, 1954).

In areas of nonverbal reseafch other than facial expressions

(implicit verbal, gestural, and body position) a similar three factor

9
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solution 'has been. discovered (Mehrabian, 1972a,b; Mehrabian and

Ksionzky, 1974). 'Mehrabian has laVelled these dimensions pleasantness,

arousal and potency.

Studies of the nature of emotion as reflected in natural language,

or "affect" as Russell (1980) defines it, have generally found a three

factor solution. The three factors ate similar to the.ones reported in
1

the facial expression research (Osgood, May, and Miron, 1957; Osgood,

1969; Averill, 1975; Russell and Mehrabian, 1977).

Specifically, research with the semantic differential has found

three factors as the underlying structure of affective meaning. These

three dimensions--evaluation (pleasantness), activity (arousal), and

potency (dominance)--have been discov\itea consistently (Osgood, 1966;

Williams and Sundene, 1965; Osgood, .Suci, and Tannenbaum, 1957; Snider

and Osgood, 1969). These factors have been interpreted as affective,:

rather than cognitive, by Osgood (1969).

Apalyses ofverbal reports of emotion yielded initially from six to'

twelve independent'emotional states. Russell (1980) suggests that this

was due to the, methods employed. Indeed, Meddis (1972) has demonstrated

that wheri the acquiescence bias.(the tendency to see any adjective as,

self descriptive) is removed, the three factor solution will explain the

underlying structure of emotion in self reports. This view is supported

by Svensson (1978), Bush (1973), Russell and Mehrabian (1974), and
ti

Russell, Ward and Platt (1978).

Russeill and Mehrabian (1977) have provided ,some of the best

evidence for the argument that all emotional -states chn_be.described

with a very 'limited number of underlying factots. Scores for 42

emotional state scales and 151 emotion terms were found to be
dip

u
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explainable with scores from three independent, bipolar factors:

pleasure, arousal, and dominance. Indeed, in this study all of- the

reliable variance was accounted for (Russell and Mehrabian, 1977).

It seems possible'to conclude that a. limited set of dimensions

underlies all emotional response. But what is the reason for this

consistency of response? At least two possible answers are suggested by

the literature. Russell (1980) suggests that every person possesses an

"implicit emotion theory",- It is implicit in the sense that the person

could not explicitly state his or her complete 'conceptual frame; the

nature of the frame must be inferred from judOents about emotion that

are' made ky
.

th- e ,pers on. It i swaor ,bhedr-1Fvp in
-'"
p ie sense,thapupe"fmrs'ons,seem 3

,,
, - / . . r A .* - ...;

,

to liave a cognitive schemifitio Motlolt-tb 4; enables thee..to-. dag.- wi,,th4" , . il'

,,-- );-.......,,.! ,-*;;,,- t Ix, ........,
.,

. : -- 4` ,,...v., .. c:,1.,;!.. ',. 4 . .4 I . f7.. 4 V 1
Y'.....enilierchaf'-iiitormat ti:III 411'Qhannels. Russell' (1980) Suggests that/It s P ,1

' 'i,' 1 tZi Jb.. :i- ,

,
i"1-

, .
,

. .1
,4.4, . 07 .,

't;1.
,.,,!

is this cognitive icheMilof emotion that allows for the common.result ,.-*: ,,, 4
44. e

we find trom differing "research methods. This schima would be used "by. a

person when jnterpreting facial expressions, implicit apd explicit

emotion in language, nonverbal communication in general, and a host of

,other possible cues. In other words, no matter which, channel is

.°J
stimulated, or,the Astute of. the variable or the range .of values, there

is a fairly dimple aimary emotional response schema that is'triggered.

9 \
",

Osgood (1960) suggests that this commonality of response due to.

the biological nature of man. He has argued:,

"Finally, we may inquire into the reasons behind
similarities in,connotative systems despite language/culture
differencei. First,, by virtue of being.members of the hnman
speciei, people are equipped biologically to react \to
situations in certain similar' ways--with automatic, emotional
reactions to rewarding and punishing situations (evaluation),
with btrong or weak mbscular tension to things offering grei
or little resistances (potency), and so on--and hence they ca
formconnotative'significances for perceived objects and their
linguistic signs varying along the same basic dimensions.

11,
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Such connotative reactions enter into a wide variety of
meaningful-situations, are therefore broadly generalized. and
provide a basis for synesthetic and metaphorical transposi-
tions. Beyond this shared connotative framework, there,are
many .specific relations between human organisms and their
generally similar environments whose stability can be the
basis fcr synesthetic and metaphorical translations. These
may be either innate to the species or developed by learning
under similar conditions. An example of the fOrmer (innate),
basis may be the common association of the red end of the
spectrum with warmth. and activity and the 'blue end with
coldness and passivity. An example of the latter (acquired)
basis may be the common association of Visually large with
auditorily-loud--it is simply a characteristic of the physical
world that as any noise-producing object approaches or- is
approached,increases it' visual angle are correlated with
increases in loudness. These "homotropisms" and experiential
contingencies may be expzessed in language but are independent
of the structure of any particular language" (p. 168).

In summary, Mehrabian b980) has concluded that remotions are ever

prec,:nt and constitute the, precognitive or rudimentary aspects 'of

A
cognitive response to situations, events and persons." The emotions

_elicited by a group of stimuli can be described as an affective or

feeling state that is the Primary response of the organism to the

situation. The affective state can besdesdiibed by a parsimonioUS set

of three .orthogonal bipolar dimensions: pleasure7 displeasure, I

arousal-nonarousal, and dominance-submissiveness. Pleseure-displeasure

is a continuum' ranging frotf extreme pain or unhappiness at one end to

extreme happiness or ecstasy at the other. Arousal ranger form sleep

througli --intermediate states of drowsiness, calmness, and alertness.to

frenzied excitement at the opposite extreme. Dominance-submissiVeness

ranges from extreme feelings oft being influenced and controlled to

feelings of mastery and control. These three dimensions are both

necessary and sufficient to describe any emotional state

(Mehrabian,1980).
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Three emotional responses; pleasure, arousal, and dominance, are

proposed as a common core of human emotional response to all stimuli:

No matter which, .or how many, modalities of sensation are involved,

there are only three response dimensions. Each of these dimensions is

orthogonal (independent of the others) so that any value on one may be.

accompanied by any value;on the other tvn, allowing 'for an infinite

number. of combinations. The complexity of a situation involving
A

multiple objects, persons and-actions can thop be summarized with three

parsimonious dimensions (Mehrabian, 1980).

Approach-Avoidance

It is proposed that emotions elicited mediate behavioral responses.

Behavior is conceptualized ip terms of a generic class of actions called

approach-avoidance. Behaviors are seen as representing some point along

a continuum from extreme desire to be associated with the situation to

extreme desire to avoid association with the situation. These behaviors

include physical approach versus movement away from; degree of bxplora-

tion such as looking around and examining details; length of. stay;

various verbal and nonverbal expressions of preference; like-dislike;

degree of approach toward versus avoidance of persons; and tasks in'the

situation (Mehrabian, 1980).

Generally, a person approaches stimuli that elicit feelings of

pleasure and avoids ones that elicit pain. Arousalis also approached bu

more importantly operates as a drive to the basic pleasure response so

that .as arousal increases, the behaYioral response. (approach or

avoidance) appropriate to the pleasure level also increases. In a high
4

pleasure situation, greater arousalwill cause greater approach while in
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0

a low pleasure situation greateriarousal will cause greater09oidance.

These mechanitts hive beqa demonstrated in .terms of, work, foods

consumption, affiliation, ilcohoj. doilsumption, attitude change, and so

on (Mehrabian, 1980; Biggeis and Pryor, 1982),
.

0 . . .

Dominance- submissiveness operates aepermission-tobeflave. When a

person feels dominant (s)he feels as if (s)he has freedom to enact a

full range of behavior. When pleasure and-aroital are high we expect

strong approach .behavior, fr one also feels dominant (s)he would
0

approach more than if- (s)he felt submissive. (Biggersand Rankis,
c

1982).
c

Measurement Issues

A series of .paper and pencil measuring. instruments have been
r

4

developed to measure pleasure, arousal, dominance, 'sand approach-

ki67'

avoidance. Each of these instruments has produced high reliAbility

scores (alpha above .80) in previous researdb.' '(Russell & Mehrabian,
r

1974).

These measuring instruments deal with' emotion as reported in

language. This method of measuring, emotion has been criticized in the

past because it does not rely on a behavioral indices. Mehrabian. has

suggested that researchers abandoned investigation emotion as

reported in language in an attempt to appear scientific. It'would seem

acceptable, however, to use language since the underlying structure of

emotion as reported by this method is similar to the.strudtureseported

with other methods (Mehrabian, 1980). If this avenue of investigation

is fruitful then we should proceed.

a

14'.
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This study attempted to determine if emotion-eliciting qualities

can be used as a4asi9 for describing interpersonal situations. If so,

the 'emotional response dimension can then' serve.as the basis for a

typqlogy of situations. The first step in developing a scientific body

'of knowledge is the construction of a typology--a method pf organizing

and categorizing "things" (Reynolds 1977). Without such a system of

-organization it is hard to proceed with the other tasks of science such

as the specification of relationships, predictions, explanation, a sense

of understanding, and potential control.

For a typology to be useful Reynolds (1977) suggests three

criteria. First, the system should be exhaustive, that is, there are no

"things" of the group being classified that canpot be placed, in the

scheme. Second is mutual exclusiveness meaning that there is no

ambiguity about where each thing is to be placed in the scheme. Third,

is the criterion that the typology should be consistent with the

concepts used in the statements that

science (prediction, explanation, etc.)

This study investigates the first

exhaustiveness and mutual. exclusiveness.

express the other purposes of

two of these issues,

If we can conceptualize

interpersonal situations as complex sets of stimuli having their sources

in persons,

individual,

modalities

places, and actions that are perceived as a gestalt by an

and if stimuli--no matter how complex.or how many'sense

are involved - -can be described in terma of their

emotion-eliciting qualities, then we should be able to construct a

suitable typology for situations based on emotional response.

15
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The criterion of exhaustiveness is met if a number of subjects can'

reliably scalesituatioils that are very diverse. This would require:

1) the construction of a set of situations that vary each of

three components: persons (including the absence of

persons), places, and actions.

2) the rating of these situations by naive subjects.
p.

3) high reliability of the measurement instruments.

The criterion of mutual exclusiveness .is met if no ambiguity 2.

remains about the classification of a situation after scaling. That is,
de

there should be a response (a mean) for each of the three factors;

pleasure, arousal, and dominance.

Since we are dealing with a three kactor classification systeN

several additional requirements are imposed. Each of the three factors

must be independent. If not, they are redundant and do not add to our

descriptive abilities. This means that we should be able to locate

eituations that are extremely high on one dimension and low on each of

the others, low on one dimension and high on each of the others and so

on. All. combinations of high and low for each dimension should be

possible.

Second, each of the three dimensions is considered to be a domain.

Each domain is mea..Ared with a set of b1.7-polar scales. Each scale

should have high reliability but more importantly each scale should'

account for the majority of the reliable variance ol the scores in that

domain.

Third, situations that we might class as extreme on the various\

scales should be statistically different (high pleasure versus 'owl

pleasuie etc.). For all test alpha = .05.

16
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Sample

A total of 120 male and female undergraduate students wh were

enrolled in a variety of Communication classes participated in this

study. Each subject responded to eight of the situations.

Procedure

Forty-eight interpersonal situations were'created by the authors

from those suggested by preious research, colleagues, students,

brainstorming and so forth. An attempt was made to create situations

that were diverse.

The use of hypothetical situations rather than naturally occurring.

dues is acceptable in this instance for several reasons. First, our

goal is to investigate the potential usefulness of an approach to

classifying situations, not to fully explore all of the ramifications of

that system. This first test does not have to answer all the questions

about such a system but merely open the door for other researchers to

follow.

Second, if Russell (1980) is correct, subjects will be using the

same cognitive schema:Of emotions no matter what type of stimuli are

pxesented. The resultsof other research suggest that the schema is

stable across a'multitude of methodologies.

Third, if Osgood (1960) is correct, there is a biological mechanism

that underlies the emotional response. These mechanisms are going to be

operating no matter what type of approach we take. These arguments give

us ample reason to believe that at this early juncture in the

investigation of emotion, verbal descriptions of situations will be

adequate to our purpose:

i7
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Each situation was typed in,,a standard format at the top of a sheet

.of paper. Scales for each of the emotional dimensions were represented

below each situation.- In the 18 bi-polar adjectives that comprise the

pleasures, arousal and dominance scales were presented below in as

randomized order. Direction of scale values was reversed on alternating

items. .

Situatibns were selected' randomly, and ordered in six groups of

eight. No situation appeared in more than one grouping. Twenty six

copies of each group 4:41 eight were produced. Instructions milked

. ,...6.-.

subjects to rei-d'each situation carefully and take a few minutes to

create the situation "for themselves, imag4ning that theivere actually

in the si ation. Th n the subject was asked to indicate how (s)he
,...

--,,

would feel if (s)he were in this situation by filling out the

emotion-eliciting scile . After completion of the scales the subject

was asked to read the e t situation and repeat the process. TWinty

observations 'were generat for each stimulus or a total of 960

..../
observations (20 observations per stimulus x 48 stimuli 960 total

observations).

Results

Re- liability of the scales was checked ii(7 calculating coefficient

alpha. Reliabilities were deemed to be acceptable (Dominance .82,

Arousal .84, Pleasure am.. 92).

IMean pleasure, arousal, and dominance scores ere calculated for

each' situation. Means and standard deviations are presented for each

cation in Table 1.

a.

18
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Insert !Table 1 About Here

Ranges wore calculated for each of the dimensions. Scores in the

upper one-third of each range-were designated as high _and those in the

i lower one third were designated as low. Each mean was then classed as

high, moderate, or low.

Y
To test for independence and variance accounted for, a series of

analyses of variance were conducted using, arousal and dominance as

dependent measures. Stimuli were selected for each cell of a 2x2x2

ANOVA with two levels of pleasure (high and low), twe-teRAZ! of arousal

(high and low), and two levels of dominance (high and low).

*(Example: for a situat4on to be selected as appropriate for the

high pleasure-low atbusal-high dominance cell it would have had a mean

pleasure score in the top one-thir of the range for pleasure a

...-mean arousal score in-the bottom one-third of the range for arousal

scores and a mean dominance score in the top one-third of the range for

dominance scores.)

Insert Table 2 About Herz/

Three ANOVAS were conducted, one each for the pleasure, arousal,

P" and dominance means. The first ANOVA examined pleasure scores acros

all conditions. The pleasure dimension was significant, F(1,165)

342.152, p ..<.001 The arousal mensionwas not significant, F(1,165)

1.982, p .161. The dominance 'imension was significant, F(1,165)

20.704, 11 (.001. None of the two way interactions was significant.

The three way interaction was significant. "F(1,165) 13.544, p <.001.

ocr%

19
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Pleasure accounted for the majority of the variance, 63%, while

dominance accounted for 3.8% and the three way interaction accounted for

2.4%. The mean foy high pleasure was 7.35, while, low was 3.04. The

mean foi high pleasure was significantly greater than that for low.

pleasure and the.pleasure dimaision accounted for the majority-of the

variance of that domain. This leads us to fonclude that'pleaspre is

independent, the domain is tapped by. the scale, and it can be

manipulated.

An ANOVA for the arousal scores revealed that the pleasUre

dimension was significant, F(1,165) = 17.551, P i=4 .001, the. arousal

dimension was significant; F(1,165) = 151.973, PT( .001, and the

dominance dimension was nonsignificant, F(1,165) = 4.291, P = .212. The

pleasure by 'arousal interaction was significant, F(1,165) = 8.341. 11 =
,

.004, as was the pleasure by dominance interaction, F(1,165) = 4.536, ill

= .035.

The pleasure dimension accounted for 5% of the variance tobile

arousal accounted for 44%. The pleasure by arousal interaction

accounted for 2.3% of the variance while.the pleasure by dominance

interaction accounted for 1.3% of variance. The meafn for high arousal

was 6.66 while low arousal was 4.10. The significant difference in the

means, the result of the F test ann the fact that the largest percentage

of the variance for arousal scores was accounted for the arousal

dimension indicates that arousal is significant and independent.

The ANOVA for dominance scores revealed that pleasure was

significant, F(1,165) = 9.994, P = .002, arousal was not significant,

F(1,165) - .766, P = .383, and dominance was significant, F(1,165) =

176.097, P 2..001. The pleasure by arousal interaction was signifiCant,

2t)
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F(1,165) - 4.722, P = .031. Arousal by dominance was significant,

- F(1,165) = 7.711, P = .006, and the three way Interaction was

significant, F(1,165) = 3.966, P = .048.

Pleasure accounted for 2.7% of the variance, dominance for 48.4%.

ye pleasure by arousal interaction accounted for 1.2% while the arousal

by dominance interaction accounted for 2.1%. The three way interaction

accounted for 1% of the variance.

The mean for high dominance was 6.74 and low dominance was 4.06.

This }combined with the results of the F test and the perbentages of

variance accounted for lead to the conclusibn that dominance was

manipulated independently of, the other dimensions.

Discussion

It would, seem that our first set of conditions for accepting

emotion-eliciting qualities as the basis for a typology are met.

Subjects were able to define the situations in terms of pleasure,

arousal, and dominance. The dimensions seem to be..independent as

indicated by the analysis of variancei. The scales are acceptably

reliable and a large portion of the-variance of scores In each domain is

accounted for by that dimension.

STUDt TWO 1/4

Rationale
. !

The third and most critical test of.the usefulness of a typology

depends on the degree to which the system of classification lends itself,

to the other purposes of acience--prediction and explanation.
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Classiffcation.of situations according to emotion-eliciting qualities

will be useful to the extent that it allows prediction and explanation

of other variables.

It has been suggested that the emotion-eliciting qualities of a

stimulus will predispose an individual to either approach or avoid that

stimulus. Specifically, we suggest that it is not only intuitively

appealing, but previous research supports the premise that individuals

will prefer situations that they find to-be pleasurable. Therefore:

H Individuals will tend to approach pleasurable situations more

than displeasurable ones.

A state of activity has been generally found to be preferred to a

state of inactivity. Therefore:

2
H Individuals will tend to approach arousing situations more

than unarousing ones.

It has been generally believed that individuals prefer a feeling of

being in control. This has not always been. confirmed by research with
4 P

this theory even though it is suggested by research in other areas.

Biggers and Rankis (1982) suggested that the lack of support for this

proposition has been due to, the restricted range of the dominance

dimension in ,previous studies. Allowing dominance to vary fully it is

suggested that:

H3: Individuals. will tend to
t

approach dominance eliciting

'64
situations more than subMissiviness eliciting ones-. S.

Previous studies .suggest that pleasure eliciting situations are

approached and that arousal acts as a drive for this basic response.

Therefore:
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H
4

: Pleasure and arousal will interact so. that when pleasure is

high, approach will increase with high arousal, but when
411.

pleasure is low, approach will decrease with greater arousal.

If pleasure generates approach and dominance acts as permission to

behave, then:

H5: Pleasure and dominancewill interact so that when pleasure and

dominance are high, approach will be greater than when

pleasure is high but dominance is low. When pleasure is low
,

approach will be less when dominance is high than when

dominance is low.

If arousal is preferred, and if dominance acts as permission, then:

H
6'

Arousal and dominance will interact so that when arousal and

dominance are high, approach will be greater than when arousal

is high but dominance is low. However, when arousal is low

approach will be less when dominance is high than it will be

when dominance is low.
ti

If pleasure is a preferred state that will produce approach and

arousal acts as a drive to this basic response with dominance as

permission to act on ones desire, then:

H7: When pleasure and arousal are high, approach will be greatest

when dominance isiilso high. When pleasure is low and arousal

is high, approach will be least, when dominance is high. When

pleasure is high and arousal is low, approach will be greater

when dominance is high than it is when dominance is low. If

pleasure and arousal are low, approach will be greater when

dominance is low.

23
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Subjects

Subjects were 85 male and 85 female undergraduate students enrolled

in Junior and Senior level Communication courses. Some subjects

received course credit for participation.

Operationalization

The eight situations used in the second part of the_first study

.reported here constituted the stimuli for this experiment. Pleasure,

Arousal, and Dominance each had two levels designated as high and low.

The' dependent variable for.the experiment was approgch-avoidance.

It was measured using a questionnaire developed by Mehrabian (1980).' We

are not actually measuring approach-avoidance but rather anticipated

approach-avoidance. Subjects are telling us what they believe they

would do in these situations. This is acceptable in this case since

this is an exploratory study. It will be important to replicate this

study with naturally occurring situations and behavioral measures.

Power

Each cell of the experiment will have 170 observations. The effect

'size from previous studies has been found to be me,diUm, d = 750 (Russell

and Mehrabian, 1978). With cell sizes-of 170 Cohen (1977) suggests that

effect size of .50 with alpha= .05 will result in a power of .99 for a

t-test of means. If effect size is greater than .5, poVer will be

greater than .995. If effect size is smaller, the following power

values will result: d = .40, power = .95; d = 30, power = .80; d = .20,

power =

24
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If the effect size °is* small (.30), then power will 'still be

adequate detect' differences. Only in the case where effect size is

or smal r will power fall to chance of lower.

Power is calculated for the t-test of means for several reasons.

First, themost important,comparisons of this study will be conducted at

this level. Second, Cohen's (1977) suggestions of power calculations

/
for the F test in the case of a 2x2x2 Anova areproublesome in gist they

seem to be quite liberal (over-estimate power). Third, since cell sizes

given for F test comparisons are smaller, ,selection of the more

'conservative estimates guariintees the integrity of the power 'estimates.

Design

A 2x2x2 fully factorial analysis of variance design with two levels

of pleasure, arousal, and dominance .was used. Eight cells were

produced.

Procedure

Subjects participated in the experiment in groups. Subjects

received a written set of instructions that asked them to imagine that

they actually were in the situation described and then to answer the

questions that followed (the Approach-Avoidance Scale).

Each subject read and responded to all eight stimuli. Order if

,

presentation of the stimuli was systematically varied to control for

order effects.

After completion of the last approach-avoidance scale, subjects

were asked, in a separate set of instructions, to rate the emotions

O
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elicited by the last stimulus. This served as a manipulating check. In

this manner, 21 checks were produced fort each stimulus.

Debriefing

After gall of the subjects had completed' the experiment, the

experimenter explained the intent of the study. Since no deception was

involved, the explanation was a straight-forward presentation of the

theory. Subjects were asked if they had guessed the intent of the
1

study. Nona indicated that they had.

Results

Reliability of the dependent 'measure was calcu lated,, using

coefficient alpha. The resulting value of .85 was deemed adequate.

Means and'standard deviations for approach scores were calculated by

averaging individual responses for each stimulus.

Tests of Hypotheses

The first step in the tests of the hypotheses was to perform an

ANOVA for mean approach ocores (see Table 3). Examination of the

results from this test indicated that all of the main effects and all

but one of the interactions were significant. Pleasure significantly

affected approach (F(1,1353) 3225.823, 2. E<.001). Arousal was also

significant (F(1,1353) in 38.191, 11 -cool). Dominance also produced a

significant effect (F(1,1353) E 192.034, LE<.001).

Insert Table 3 About Here
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Two of the three two-way interaction effects were also significant.

Pleasure x arousal (F(1,1353) = 36.651, 2 =<.001) and pleasure x

dominance (F(1,1353) = 43.352, p =C.001) were significant. Arousal x

dominance was not significant (F(1,1353) = 1.262, P = .261).

The three-way interaction of pleasure, arousal, and'dominance was

significant. (F(1,1353) = 104.205, p = <.001)

Eta2 was calculated to determine vaAnce accounted for. An

overall eta2 of .7218 was found. The eta2 for each individual dimension

revealed that pleasure accounted for 64 percent of the varianc&while

arousal accounted for .8 percent of the variance and dominance accounted

for 3.6 percent of the variance in approach scores.

Scheffe's test was used to probe the various mean contrasts

suggested by the hypotheses. A cumulative table of means and results

is presented in Table 4. Hypothesis one suggests that individuals

prefer high pleaiure to low pleasure. The means, (high pleasure = 6.41

and low pleasure 2.53), and the significance, p = .001, indicate that

this is supported.

Insert Table 4 Here

Hypothesis two Suggested that high arousal would be approached more

than low arousal. The means for. these two, (high = 4.68 and low =

4.25), plus the significance, p rt .001,' indicated that this was

'supported.
41(

Hypothesis three suggested that approach would be greatest, when

dominance was high. *This was also supported. The mean for high

2!
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dominance was 4.92 while the mean for low dominance was 4.01. The

difference was statistically significant, k =C.001._

Hypothesis four stated that pleasure and arousal would interact so

that when pleasure was high, approach would be highest when arousal was

also high. However,, when pleasure was low the results would be

different with greater approach when arousal was low. The interaction

effect was found to be significant, p =<.001, but examination of the

means confirmed only one of the predicted differences. In the high

pleasure condition approach was greater when arousal was high, (high

arousal 6.83 and low arousal 6.11), .2. =4%05. This supports the first

Prediction. In the low pleasure condition, no difference existed

between the two means (high arousal 2.55, low arousal 2.54). The second

prediction is not confirmed.

Hypothesis five suggested that pleasure and dominance would

interact. The result of the F test suggests that this interaction is

present (pleasure x dominance F(1,1353) = 43,352, p = (.001). However,

only one of the two predictions in hypothesis five was confirmed by

examination of the means. In the high pleasure condition, when

dominance is high approach is higher than when dominance is low (high

dominance 7.09 and low dominance 5.73, p =< .05).' When pleasure is low,

greater approach is still found when dominance is high (high dominance

2.77 and low dominance 2.31, p = ( .05). Hypothesis five is only

partially supported.

Hypothesis six suggested that dominance and arousal would interact.
4

Examination of the F test indicated that this was not the case

(F(1,1353) = 1.262, 2. = .261). Hypothesis six is not confirmed.

23
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Hypothesis seven predicted a three way interaction between

pleasure, arousal, and dominance. The F test confirmed the presence of

this interaction (F(1,1353) = 104.205, P = <.001). Examination of the

4

means for the four predicted differences indicated that three of the

four are as predicted.. High pleasure-high arousal-high dominance (7.13)

is greater than high pleasure-high arousal-low dominance (6.52, p =

(05). Low pleasure-high arousal-high dominance (3.09) is not less than

low pleasure-high arousal-low dominance (1.99). High pleasure-low

arousal-high dominance (7.06) is higher than nigh pleasure-low

arousal-low dominance (4.92), P =C.05). Low pleasure-low arousal-high

dominance (2.46) is lower than low pleasu're-low arousal-low dominance

(2.62). _This difference is not significant. Hypothesis seven is

partially supported.

Power analysis of the various mean contrasts is presented in

Table 5.

Insert Table 5 About Here-

Examination of the power table indicates that power was adequate

for most of the mean contrasts that were of importance. In only one

case was power too low for an adequate test of a predicted difference.

In the case of the last prediction of hypothesis seven, low pleasure -

low arousal - low dominance, the means were in the predicted direction

but the difference was not significant. _The power for this test was

only .24. This may account for the lack of significance.

Since the power for all of the critical,tests, except one, was .97

or greater, power is deemed sufficient to have discovered all predicted

2L
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effects. This line of reasoning is proposed due to the fact that the

power for F test requires smaller samples to detect differences. If,

then, power is adequate for the t-test it will be even greater for the F'

test.

Discussion

This paper has presented the results of two studies which

investigated human emotional responses to situations and behaviors

related to these responses. The results of these investigations have

serious and far-reaching implications for teachers and researchers in

the field of human communication.

Based on these and other studies it now seems reasonable to

conclude that emotion-eliciting qualities comprise a system for

classifying situations that is, exhaustive, mutually exclusive, and

related to the theoretical purposes of explanation and prediction. Such

a system begins to fill
4/ a methodological void and-promises to open a

rich new line of further research that may shed new light on the

relationships between communication and situation.

Furthermore, we may conclude tentatively from the present studies

that emotion-eliciting qualities of interpersonal situations relate

systematically to other variables. In the present studies approach

toward or avoidance of interpersonal situations was predicted and

explained in terms of emotions elicited by those situations

The phase "communication is situationally influenced" has become an

axiom of communication studies. Investigation of these influences has

been seriously hampered by the lack of a systematic method for the

description, manipulation and classification of the situation variable:8

3u,
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Now that we have demonstrated that such a system can be created it

becomes possible to investigate the influences of the situation on

communication behavior. Unlimitetsets of questions about relationships
V

between situations and other variables and be generated. We offer just

a few in the hope that it will stir the intellectual curiosity of other

researchers who will begin to elaborate a conceptual frame in this area.

We have wondered how the situation influences such things as person

perception. What affect does the situation have on. appraisals of

strangers' hen we meet them? How does the situation influence

escalation of interpersonal relationships? In what way does the

situation impact .--the selection of friends or enemies? What

characteristics of a sitUation will lead to greater or lesser

persuasion? What sorts of effects will variations of different

components in the situation have on the gestalt? Are persons more

important than objects, for example? Do different activities in the

situation predispose us to view the gestalt differently? How does

communication behavior fit into the model that we have proposed? Is
0

communication with another an approach behavior or is' it an avoidance

behavior? Is it possible that communication can be approach or

avoidance depending on the situation? This list could be extended

beyond these few suggestions and we hope that each of you has already

begun to formulate your own.,,

Some limitations of the studies obtain and are noted here. The

subject population was composed of students, which limits the

generalizability of the findings. The method of investigation used

verbal descriptions of situations rather than "real" situations. It

could thus be argued that the studies are dealing only with



_ classifications of subject imagination The authors 'suggest that

i!.,
I

further research in this area should use naturally occurring situations

7
/

in order to validate the present findings. '



TABLE 1
Means and Standard Deviations

of Pleasure, Arousal, and Dominance

Situation

1. You are promoted at work after being
recognized for outstanding achievement.
It gives you a feeling of being bold
and creative. Your new position is one
that is admired and powerful. 7.83 1.35 7.32

Pleasure Arousal Dominance
Std. Std. Std.

Mean Dev. Mean Dev. Mean Dev.

2. You have graduated from school. You
fell vigorous and triumphant. You are
excited about your future which yqu
expect to be activated and joyful. 7.76 .88 7.08

3. You take a vacation of at least one
week. You are untroubled and quiet. It
is a relaxed time. 8.32 .71 3.71

4. You get a job with numerous
opportunities where you have much to
learn about the new work. However, you
are.unperturbea, untroubled. Your
approach is leisurely. '6.63 1.85 5.01

5. Getting fed up, you complain about
your job to your boss. You have a
feeling of being defiant and angry.
The situation makes you hostile and
enraged.

# _
1.17 7.23 1.35

.92 6.83 .84

1.46 5.26 1.77

1.57 4.69 1.45

2.65 .75 7.63 1.46 5.38 1.55

6. You are disgusted with and fire an
.-mployee. You have a feeling of cold
anger. You are scornful. 3.85 1.28 7.46 .82 7.73 .95

7. -Yon-inittate-a---break=up-witb your
boyfriend or girlfriend and are
unconcerned. You are uninterested and
proud, uncaring. 6.07 1.52 4.86 1.57 7.48 .09

8. You can't stand your job anymoreiand
you quit. You are uninterested even
uninterested and selfish. 3.40 1.49 4.95 1.93 5.-35 1.28

9. You form a new relationship in which
you feel totally protected and cared for.
You are surprised and impressed. It
gpres_you a feeling_of being amazed and

. _
. _ _ _fascinated.nated. 7-a9- .66 5.84 1.04 4.18 1.32



Situation,,

10. You feel in
overwhelms you.
1pfatuated, and
get married.

love with someone who
You are loved,
sexually excited. You

11. Someone relieves you'of.an un-
pleasant responsibility that you have
tried to shed for a long time. You
,feel consoled and protected; You are
sheltered.

12. Your relationship with your spouse
or partner significantly improves
because you agree to follow certain rules.
It lives you a feeling of being tran-
quilized and sleepy. You let your life
be guided by a new found philosophy.

Pleasure Arousal Dominance
Std. % Std. Std.

Mean Dev. Mean Dev. Mein Dev.

8.46 .55

7.82 1.05

.13. You serve a jail sentence of at least
one day or more. You are fearful,
terrified; and helpless. You feel
frustrated and very embarrased.

14. You experience trouble at work. You
are'irritited and humiliated. You are
tense due to the embattled and unsafe..
condition that you find yourself in. 2.77 1.09

15. Your boyfriend or girlfriend decides
to break-up with you against your
wishes.' You are depressed, lonely and
despairing. It is a sad and unhappy
time in your life. You are discouraged. 2.61 .93

5.80 2.00

2.31 .90

16. You experience sexual difficulties.
_YauJime _feeling fatigued and feeble. You
are detached, discouraged, even
deactivated. It is a time of being
bored and blase.

17. You take a vacation of at least
one week. You are untroubled and quiet.
It is a relaxed time. You are free to
do as you please.

2.41 .94

7.95 .87

18. You take a vacation of at least one
week. You are untroubled and quiet. It
is a relaxed time. You feel in Control. 8.10 .67

A

7.87 .96 4.29 1.56

4.43 1.21 4.33 1.80

3.40 1.32 3.05 1.32

6.22 1.96 3.15 .80

7.04 1.56 A.87 1.48

4.93.1.61 3.75 .99

3.43 1.29 4.00 1.12

4.66 1.78 6.64 1.58

4.03 1.57 6.05 1.76



Situation

19. You have become fed up with your
job. You have a feeling of scornful,
cold anger. You are defiant and angry.
You complain to your boss.

20. You complaiti to your boss because
you have become fed up with your job.
drhe entire situation makes you feel
'hostile and enraged. You are scornful,
defiant, and angry.

21 You have become disgusted with an
employee. You become hostile and
enraged. You are scornful and angry.
You fire the employee.

22. You have a feeling of cold anger
toward one of your employees. You are
disgusted, angry and hostile. You fire
the employee.

Pleasur- Arousal Dominance
Std. Std. Std.

Mean Dev Mean Dev. Mean Dev.

2.88 .95 6.71.59 5.45 1.50

3.15 1.43 6.73 2.03 5,039 1.62

4.40 1.14 7.10 1.28 7.13 1.09

5.46 1.70 6.54 1.04. 7.76 1.20

23. Your relationship with your boyfriend
or girlfriend has lost its interest for
you. You initiate a break-up. You are
extremely unconcerned. You do not case.
You are proud and uninterested. It is
your decision. 5.59 1.49 4.79 1.26 6.83 1.28

i

24. You find that you are no longer
interested in the person ths you have
been dating. You end the re ationship.
You are unconcerned about the result.
You are selfish and proud; uncaring.
It is what you want to do.

25. You'have become completely un-
interested in your job. You are
unconcerned and prOud. You go to your
boss and tell him You can't stand your
job anymore. You quit. It is what you
want to do. 5.46 2.47 5.27 1.55 6.42 1.38

5.03 1.67 4.65 1.06 6.28 1.34

26. You can't stand your job anymore.
You are uninterested and unconcerned.
You have a feeling of not. caring. You
-think about it and decide to quit.
You do so. 5.32 2.47 5.17 1.80 6.54 1.49

27. You take a vacation of at least one
week. You are free to do is you please.
Youpplan to just relax. You are
untroubled and quiet. 7.79 .92 4.27 145 '5.91 1.34



Pleasure.

Situation Mea Dev.

28. You take a vacation of at least one
week. You are totally in control.of the
situation,. Yo p are untroubled and quiet.-
It is a relaxed time. 7.80 1.42

29. You have become disgusted with an
employee. You are hostile and enraged
It is a very nasty situation. You are
scornful and angry. You fire the
employee. 4.83 1.84

30. You have a feeling of cold anger -

toward one of your employees. The
situation makes you miserable. You
are disgusted, angry and hostile. You
fire tht employee. 4 025 1.75

31. Your relationship with your girl-
feegnd or boyfriend has'lost its interest
or you. In a very unpleasant scene, you
initiate a breik-up. However, you are
unconcerned', uncaring. =You are proud
and uninterested. It is your decision. 5.29 1.70

32. You find,that you are no longer
interested in the person that you have
been dating. In a very nasty scene you
end the relationship. You are unconcerned,
selfish, and proud. It is what you want
to do. You are uncaring and cold. 5.72 1.89

33. You initiate a break-up with your
boyfriend or girlfriend: 4.40 .85

34. You can't stand your job anymore
and you quit. 5.78 1.15

35. Someone you know has died. You
are in charge of all of the funeral
arrangements. 4.80 .97

36. You are listening to your roommate'p
story about their big heartbreak. 5';02 1.12

37. You are sitting through a dull
lecture on a subject that you know
quite a bit about.

38. You have a problem with your tar
late at night on a deserted stretch
of road, but you'can fix,it..

4.90 1.02

4.83 .98

36

Arousal Dominance
Std. Std.

Mean Dev. Mean Dev.

4.59 1.65 5.92 1.92

7.23 1.11 7.32 1.19

7.12 1.35 7.15 1.11

5.62 1.25 6.41.1.07

6.12 1.49 7.39 .71

6.13 1.10 6.18 .53

6.44 1.00 6.30 .96

6.01 1.09 6.10 .75

6.74 1.00 6.02 1.02

5.87 .98 5.98 .87

5.98 1.36 5.63 1.07



Pleasure Arousal Dominance
Std. Std. Std.

Situation Mean Dev. Mean Dev. Mean Dev.

39. You are endirig a relationship
with someone that you don't care about. 6.20 t.85 5.56 1.57 7.07' .95

40. You are waiting at your office for
a salesman to call. Be is late for your
appointment and doesn't,have anything
you want anyway. 2.67 1.02 6.02 1.48 6.84 .90

41. You have a job that you don't care
about. You are uninterested and proud. 3.53 1.31 3.43 1.01 5.97 1.35

42. You are a speech teacher listening
to a speech that .is repetitive and dull. 3.10 .95. 3.07 1.04 5.91 1.27

43. You are a babysitter late at night
waiting for the parents to come home 5.41 1.20 4.10 1.11 5.60 1,13

44. You are a waitress or waiter in a
dull little restaurant. It is the middle
of the afternoon. 2.87 1.07 2.42 .93 4.28 1.70

45. You are a lower level manager in a
, dull job with no chance of advancement. 1.84 .80 3.24 1.72 3.47 1.23

46. You are a teacher of a class of
totally uninterested students. It is
dull and uninteresting. 2.53 1.41 3.73 1.23 5.11 1.31

47. You are a guard in charge of a
group of inmates. Nothing ever happens.
It is dull and uninteresting. 3.88 1.33 3.35 1.27 6.27 1.62

*Each dimension has a possible range of values from 1 to 9.
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Table 2 Means and Standard Deviations of Emotional
Responses, Manipulation Check

Stimuli

1

6

10

11

13

16

17

48

T Pleasure
(Mean SD

Arousal
Mean SD

Dominance
Mean SD

7.84 .57 6.95 1.12 7.33 1.02

4.26 1.30 6.50 .96 6.82 .97

7.22 1.63 6.63 .98 4.65 1.07

6.29 1.91 4.27 1.46 4.22 1.67

2.15 1.42 6.52 1.33 3.00 1.14

2.98 1.72 3.55 1.29 4.27 1.33

8.05 .98 5.35 1.60 6.56 1.27

2.80 2.03 3.16 1.70 6.15 1.77

D
0

N high

A

C.

Graphic Representation

Pleasure
High

Arousal
high low

Low
--... Arousal

high low

7:84 8.05 4.26 2.80
6.95 5.35 6.50 3.16
7.33 6.56 6.82 6.15

7.22---6-.29- ---2:15 2.98
6.63 4.27 6.52 3.55
4.65 4,22 3.00 4.27

Pleasure
Arousal
_Dominance

Pleasure
Arousal

minance

Note: The numbers in each cell represent mean pleasure,
arousal, and dominance for that stimuli as found in the
manipulation check.
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Table 3. ANOVA for Approach Scores,

Mean %
Source df Square F P Variance

Pleasure 1 51331039 3225.823 0.001 64%

Arousal 1. 60.771 38.191 (.001 .8%

Dominance 1 289.659 182.034 C.001 3.6%

Pleasure x
Arousal 1 58.320 '36.651 4.001 .7%

Pleasure x
Dominance 1 68.982 43.352 (.001 .8%

Arousal x
Dominance 1 2.009 1.262 .261

Pleasure x
Arousal x
Dominance 1 165.615 104.205 C.001 .2%

Explained 7 824.889 548.336' <.001

Residual 1352 1.591

Total 1359

n = 1360

eta
2

= .7281

eta pleasure a, .80
eta arousal = .09

-- eta -dominance = .19

3
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TABLE 4 Summary of Tests of Hy theses

D HIGH
0
M YHD=4.92
I

N
A _
N YLD=4.01
C
E LOW

PLEASURE

HIGH LOW

AROUSAL

HIGH LOW

1

7.12

2

7.05

3

3.08

14

2.46

6.53 X4.90 1.99 2.62

YHA=4.68

PERCENTAGE
VARIANCE

YHP=6.41

YLA=4.25

HYPOTHESIS

YLP=2.53

MEAN CONTRAST

64 % Hl: Pleasure YHP,YLP k.05
.7% H2: Arousal !HAMA <.05

3.6%
.8%

H3
H4:

Dominance
Pleasure

YHD>YLD
-Y-1+5>Y2 +6

<.05
4.05

by Arousal '?3+7474+8 .05
.8% H5: Pleasure 71+2>Y5+6 4.05

by Dominance Y3+447 +8 ).05
H6: Arousal No significant

by Dominance difference .

2 7, H7: Pleasure ?1,2Y5 <.05
by Arousal Y3(77 2.05
by Dominance Y2276 k .05

74(78 2.05

I
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